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21 Abstract

22 Human Endogenous Retrovirus type K (HERV-K) is the only HERV known to be 

23 insertionally polymorphic. It is possible that HERV-Ks contribute to human disease because 

24 people differ in both number and genomic location of these retroviruses. Indeed viral 

25 transcripts, proteins, and antibody against HERV-K are detected in cancers, auto-immune, and 

26 neurodegenerative diseases. However, attempts to link a polymorphic HERV-K with any disease 

27 have been frustrated in part because population frequency of HERV-K provirus at each site is 

28 lacking and it is challenging to identify closely related elements such as HERV-K from short read 

29 sequence data. We present an integrated and computationally robust approach that uses 

30 whole genome short read data to determine the occupation status at all sites reported to 

31 contain a HERV-K provirus. Our method estimates the proportion of fixed length genomic 

32 sequence (k-mers) from whole genome sequence data matching a reference set of k-mers 

33 unique to each HERV-K loci and applies mixture model-based clustering to account for low 

34 depth sequence data. Our analysis of 1000 Genomes Project Data (KGP) reveals numerous 

35 differences among the five KGP super-populations in the frequency of individual and co-

36 occurring HERV-K proviruses; we provide a visualization tool to easily depict the prevalence of 

37 any combination of HERV-K among KGP populations. Further, the genome burden of 

38 polymorphic HERV-K is variable in humans, with East Asian (EAS) individuals having the fewest 

39 integration sites. Our study identifies population-specific sequence variation for several HERV-K 

40 proviruses. We expect these resources will advance research on HERV-K contributions to 

41 human diseases. 

42
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43 Author summary

44 Human Endogenous Retrovirus type K (HERV-K) is the youngest of retrovirus families in the 

45 human genome and is the only group that is polymorphic; a HERV-K can be present in one 

46 individual but absent from others. HERV-Ks could contribute to disease risk but establishing a 

47 link of a polymorphic HERV-K to a specific disease has been difficult. We develop an easy to use 

48 method that reveals the considerable variation existing among global populations in the 

49 frequency of individual and co-occurring polymorphic HERV-K, and in the total number of HERV-

50 K that any individual has in their genome. Our study provides a global reference set of HERV-K 

51 genomic diversity and tools needed to determine the genomic landscape of HERV-K in any 

52 patient population.

53

54 Introduction

55 Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are derived from infectious retroviruses that integrated 

56 into a host germ cell at some time in the evolutionary history of a species [1–5]. ERVs in 

57 humans (HERVs) comprise up to 8% of the genome and have contributed important functions 

58 to their host [6–8]. The infection events that resulted in the contemporary profile of HERVs 

59 occurred prior to emergence of modern humans so most HERVs are fixed in human populations 

60 and those of closely related primates. However some HERVs retain the ability to replicate and 

61 reintegrate into germline so that individuals differ in the number and genomic location 

62 occupied by an ERV, a situation termed insertional polymorphism [9–11]. Among all families of 

63 HERVs, HERV-K is the only one known to be insertionally polymorphic in humans. 

64
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65 A full-length retroviral sequence is called a provirus and encodes several viral structural 

66 or regulatory proteins that are flanked by two long terminal repeats (5’ or 3’ LTR). While there 

67 are several HERV-K that are full length, none are infectious and most contain mutations or 

68 deletions that affect the open reading frames or truncate the virus. Further, the identical LTRs 

69 are substrates for homologous recombination, which deletes virus genes while retaining a 

70 single, or solo, LTR at the integration site [12–14]. Thus, in a population, a site could be 

71 unoccupied, occupied by a HERV-K provirus, or contain a solo LTR. Insertional polymorphism 

72 typically refers to the occupancy at a loci [15,16].  However the occupied site can contain a 

73 provirus or solo LTR and a provirus sequence can vary among individuals. Thus HERV-K and 

74 other HERVs can contribute to genomic diversity in the global human population in several 

75 ways [17].

76

77 HERVs from multiple families have been linked with both proliferative and degenerative 

78 diseases in humans [18–24] . Although there are known mechanisms by which a HERV can 

79 cause disease; for example, by inducing genome structural variation through recombination 

80 [25–29], affecting host gene expression [30], and inappropriate activation of an immune 

81 response by viral RNA or proteins [21], it has been difficult to establish an etiological role of a 

82 HERV in any disease. HERV-K specifically has been associated with breast and other cancers 

83 [3,31–35], and autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis [36,37], multiple sclerosis 

84 [20,38] and systemic lupus erythematosus [8,20,39] without definitive evidence of causality or 

85 of the specific loci involved. Recently, a HERV-K envelope protein was shown to recapitulate the 
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86 clinical and histological lesions characterizing Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis [40,41], providing an 

87 important mechanistic advance of a role for a HERV-K protein in a disease. 

88 In this paper, we focus on characterizing the genome landscape of known insertionally 

89 polymorphic HERV-K proviruses in the 1000 Genomes Project (KGP) data. We present a data-

90 mining tool and a statistical framework that accommodates low depth data characteristic of the 

91 KGP - and often patient - data to estimate the presence or absence of a provirus at known 

92 HERV-K loci. Because combinations of HERV-K may act synergistically in the pathogenesis of a 

93 disease [42], we estimate the co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-K proviruses in different 

94 populations and provide a tool to visualize HERV-K co-occurrence in global populations. Our 

95 results provide a reference of global population diversity in HERV-K proviruses at all currently 

96 known loci in the human genome and demonstrate that there are notable differences among 

97 population frequencies of HERV-Ks and the total number of HERV-Ks found in a person’s 

98 genome.

99

100 Results

101

102 A model to estimate polymorphic HERV-K from whole genome sequence data.

103 The goal of this research was to develop a computationally efficient and easy to use tool 

104 that could accurately report the status of all HERV-Ks with coding potential (provirus) from 

105 whole genome sequence (WGS) data. We use the KGP database to establish the global 

106 population diversity of each polymorphic HERV-K and the burden of HERV-K in individual 
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107 genomes to provide a foundation to study the role of HERV-K in human disease. Our method 

108 takes as input all reads that map to identified HERV-K elements in hg19. The rationale here is 

109 that polymorphic HERV-K are very similar to those in the reference genome and will map on 

110 existing elements.  The recovered reads are reduced to k-mers and mapped to a reference set 

111 of k-mers representing all unique sites in every HERV-K in the database. The output is a ratio of 

112 subject k-mers (n) that are 100% match to the reference k-mers (T) (see methods for full 

113 details).

114 Our preliminary analysis of the KGP data demonstrated that our k-mer-based approach 

115 is sensitive to sequence depth; some HERV-K are represented by an almost continuous range of 

116 n/T from 0-1 (Fig 1A), making presence/absence classification difficult. A comparison of a 

117 subset of the 28 individuals in the KGP data that have both low and high sequence depth data 

118 shows how depth affects n/T (Fig 1B, see S2 Fig for data of all 28 persons). If read depth is 

119 greater than 20, there is less dispersion of n/T values, most likely because more reads are 

120 recovered from the mapped intervals. However, the majority of the KGP data is approximately 

121 6x depth and thus to make use of this important resource, we developed a mixture model to 

122 cluster the n/T values from genomes sequenced at low depth. K was optimized to 50 because 

123 this value improved our model computational efficiency and output (Fig 1B, S1-S3 Methods, S1 

124 Fig). The states, ‘provirus’, ‘solo LTR’, and ‘absent’ are preliminarily assigned to each cluster 

125 based on the high depth data (Fig 1B). Individuals with n/T=1 have the reference allele and 

126 n/T=0 indicates that the HERV-K is absent (no k-mers to unique sites in the HERV-K were 

127 recovered from mapped sequence reads). The k-mers derived from persons with low and 
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128 intermediate n/T values were mapped to each HERV-K to determine whether they localized 

129 only in the LTR (assign ‘solo LTR’) or in the coding region (assign ‘provirus’) (S3 Fig).  

130

131 Fig 1. A mixture model to account for low depth WGS data

132 A) The plot displays the n/T value for 2535 individuals from KGP with low depth sequence data for 

133 chr12:55727215-55728183 when K=70.  There is little resolution of values to enable assignment to 

134 provirus, solo LTR, or absent states.

135 B) The result of the mixture model on the same data. The individual clusters generated by the model are 

136 indicated by a unique color; in the example shown, there are four clusters. K has been optimized to 50 

137 to enable clear clustering in the ‘absent’, ‘solo LTR’ and ‘provirus’ states. In this example, eight of the 28 

138 individuals that have both low and high depth sequence data (see S1_Dataset:KGP) are shown to 

139 demonstrate the effect of sequence depth. The n/T ratio is 1 for persons with high depth data [red 

140 numbers, #6 and 12] who have the reference allele, while the corresponding low depth data [black 

141 numbers, yellow cluster] from the same individuals have n/T ranging from 0.7 to 0.9.  There is less of an 

142 effect of depth for individuals who do not have the HERV-K (n/T=0). However, optimizing K facilitates 

143 separation of clusters for absent [red cluster, #23 and 28], and solo LTR [green cluster, #4 and 16]. States 

144 are confirmed by mapping the k-mers from individuals in a cluster to the reference HERV-K (S3 Fig). 

145

146

147 Prevalence of polymorphic HERV-K in each KGP super-population 

148 The WGS data of each individual in the KGP dataset were evaluated using our analysis 

149 workflow. HERV-Ks on chrY were not considered. Twenty sites, omitting one at chr1:73594980 

150 [see methods] were identified that were polymorphic for containing a HERV-K provirus. A 
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151 phylogenetic analysis of all HERV-Ks greater than 6 kbp shows that polymorphic HERV-Ks are 

152 closely related (S4 Fig). The prevalence of the 20 polymorphic HERV-Ks varied from 0.9% to 

153 99.5% when averaged across the entire KGP dataset (Table 1). However, there were notable 

154 differences in prevalence at each site among the five super-populations (AFR, EAS, AMR, EUR, 

155 SAS). Of the 20, the prevalence of seven polymorphic HERV-Ks was greater than 90% and the 

156 difference between populations with the lowest and highest prevalence was less than 6.5% 

157 (Table 1). There was 100% occupancy for six of the seven high prevalence polymorphic HERV-Ks 

158 (98.8% for the seventh), indicating that the rate of conversion to solo LTR is low for viruses at 

159 these sites (S1 Table). Two polymorphic HERV-Ks had an overall prevalence of less than 10% in 

160 any population (Table 1) and we found no evidence of a solo LTR at these sites; both are found 

161 in individuals from AFR. Nine of the remaining 11 HERV-Ks are of interest because the 

162 difference between super-populations with the highest and lowest prevalence is between 28 

163 and 80 percentage points (Table 1). Of note, the prevalence is lowest in EAS populations for the 

164 three HERV-Ks with the largest difference among super-populations. 

165

166 Individuals from African populations differ significantly from the other four super-

167 populations in the prevalence of ten of the polymorphic HERV-K, three of which occur in close 

168 proximity on chr19. (Table 1, S2_Dataset:compare_prevalence). EUR and AFR super-populations 

169 are significantly different at all but one of the 20 polymorphic HERV-K based on adjusted p-

170 values (S2_Dataset:compare_prevalence). 

171

172 Table 1. Provirus frequencies of polymorphic HERV-K.
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173

KGP 

pro-

virus 

(%)

AFR AMR EAS EUR SAS max-

min

chr1:75842771c 42.88 26.76 56.53 6.02 68.91 66.80 62.89

chr3:112743479a 98.46 96.71 99.72 99.81 99.60 97.37 3.09

chr3:148281477 41.89 38.86 42.61 45.05 46.53 37.45 9.09

chr3:185280336a 99.49 98.06 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.94

chr4:69463709c 72.50 93.87 88.92 31.07 85.35 61.94 62.80

chr5:156084717a 99.41 98.36 99.72 100.00 99.80 99.60 1.64

chr6:57623896a 93.65 90.73 97.16 90.87 97.23 94.33 6.50

chr6:78427019a 97.71 95.52 97.16 99.61 97.23 99.60 4.10

chr7:4622057*c 47.50 61.14 30.11 58.25 36.44 41.50 31.02

chr8:12316492c 14.08 32.88 12.22 0 15.64 3.04 32.88

chr8:7355397c 18.66 39.16 12.50 6.02 11.29 15.99 33.14

chr10:27182399a 99.13 97.46 99.43 99.81 99.80 99.80 2.35

chr11:101565794c 63.04 80.87 77.27 6.99 86.53 63.16 79.54
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chr12:55727215 72.19 72.80 80.40 63.30 80.99 65.79 17.69

chr12:58721242c 70.73 58.89 78.41 60.00 87.33 75.51 28.43

chr19:21841536c 26.98 39.16 11.93 32.23 10.69 32.39 28.47

chr19:22414379c 67.77 89.24 60.80 56.89 55.84 67.21 33.40

chr19:22457244b 0.87 3.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.29

chr22:18926187a 99.49 98.36 99.72 100.00 99.80 100.00 1.64

chrX:93606603b 2.25 7.32 2.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.32

174 For simplicity, only the starting coordinate is listed.

175 * The value given represents those with the tandem repeat 

176 a: prevalence > 90%

177 b:  low prevalence and no solo LTR

178 c: max-min difference is > 28%

179 underline: AFR significantly different from other 4 super populations. 

180 See S2_Dataset:compare_prevalence for full data set. 

181

182 The number of polymorphic HERV-Ks per individual 

183

184 The HERV-K genome is close to 10 kbp. As there are 20 HERV-Ks that are polymorphic in 

185 human populations, we asked if some individuals carry a different burden of these repetitive, 

186 and potentially functional, viral elements than others. This was indeed the case. The number of 
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187 polymorphic HERV-K proviruses per person ranges from 7-18 (Fig 2, S2_Dataset:HERV-K per 

188 person). More than 63% of individuals from all super-populations except EAS carry 12 to 14 

189 proviruses in their genome. Individuals from EAS have a lower burden with 69% of individuals 

190 carrying 9-11 HERV-K proviruses.  7% of AFR individuals have 16 or 17 proviruses compared to a 

191 maximum of 2% in other groups (S2_Dataset:HERV-K per person). These data highlight the 

192 importance of using a comprehensive approach to study the potential disease impact of 

193 polymorphic HERV-Ks, because total HERV-K burden in individuals might influence a disease 

194 phenotype without significant variation in prevalence of each provirus in a patient pool.

195

196 Fig 2. Histogram of the number of proviruses per individual among super-populations. 

197

198

199 Co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-Ks

200 Our data provide a comprehensive picture of sites occupied by HERV-K provirus in each 

201 genome, which enables analysis of polymorphic HERV-K co-occurrence in populations. We 

202 assessed combinations of three, four and five polymorphic HERV-Ks and found that there are 

203 many combinations of co-occurring viruses that are population-specific (S3_Dataset). To 

204 facilitate exploration of HERV-K combinations among KGP populations, we developed a D3.j 

205 visualization tool that allows a user to choose any combination of the 20 polymorphic HERV-K 

206 proviruses and display the co-occurrence prevalence among the 26 populations represented in 

207 the KGP data. As an example, we present a combination of four HERV-Ks to represent the 

208 variation that occurs in KGP individuals, which in this case ranges from 3% in EAS to 59% in EUR 
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209 (Fig 3A). We also determine that the three polymorphic HERV-Ks found on chr19 co-occur only 

210 from three AFR populations and in less than 2% of individuals (Fig 3B).

211

212 Fig 3.  A visualization tool to examine co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-Ks.

213 A) The co-occurrence of HERV-Ks at chr1:75842771-75849143, chr3:112743479-112752282, 

214 chr6:57623896-57628704, and chr12:58721242-58730698 in the 26 populations are represented based 

215 on their geographic location. The relative frequency for these four co-occurring HERV-Ks in each 

216 population bubble is displayed based on the color gradient shown in the scale at the top. The actual 

217 prevalence of the given combination of HERV-K provirus for each population and the cumulative 

218 prevalence for the super-population are shown in text on the right. Note that AFR and EAS have the 

219 lowest prevalence of these four polymorphic HERV-Ks. 

220 B) As in (A) showing the co-occurrence of the three polymorphic HERV-Ks that are present on chr19 by 

221 population. This is a rare combination only found in two AFR populations and individuals in the 

222 Caribbean of African ancestry.

223

224

225 HERV-K status informs KGP super-populations

226 Because there are clearly population-specific differences in both individual HERV-K 

227 frequency and in the frequency of HERV-K co-occurrence, we explored whether the presence or 

228 absence of polymorphic HERV-Ks is sufficient to distinguish populations using Fisher’s linear 

229 discriminant analysis (LDA) [43]. Based on the status ‘provirus’, ‘solo LTR’, or ‘absence’, there is 

230 little resolution of AFR, EUR, and EAS super-populations (Fig 4A). However, there is sufficient 

231 signature to separate AFR, EUR, and EAS if we utilize the n/T ratio on the 20 polymorphic HERV-
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232 Ks (S5 Fig) and we further improve population separation if we use the n/T ratio for all 96 HERV-

233 Ks (Fig 4B). This indicates that we are losing information by reducing the data to three states 

234 and that fixed HERV-K also contain signal for population of origin.

235

236 Fig 4. Linear discriminant analysis of HERV-K status among three super-populations.

237 A) LDA based on the states ‘provirus’, ‘solo LTR’ and ‘absence’ of the 20 polymorphic HERV-K for AFR, 

238 EAS, and EUR. AMR and SAS overlap these three populations and are removed for clarity B) LDA plot on 

239 n/T ratio of all 96 HERV-K discriminates AFR, EAS, and EUR super-populations. See S6 Fig for plots with 

240 all five super-populations.

241

242 An n/T = 1 indicates that we recovered all reads that map to the reference set T for a 

243 specific HERV-K.  If there is a HERV-K allele that has not been reported in any database but that 

244 is common in a population, we expect n/T <1 because we require 100% match to reference set 

245 T and k-mers covering allelic sites will not be included. We assessed the density distributions of 

246 n/T plots for each of the 96 HERV-Ks for evidence of population-specific alleles (S4 Method, S7 

247 Fig). Five HERV-Ks have some indication of population specific distributions (S1_Dataset:virus). 

248 The HERV-K at chr1:155596457-155605636, which we report as fixed, is notable because the 

249 reference allele (n/T=1) is only found in AFR (Fig 5A, S7 Fig). Individuals from most other 

250 populations have n/T near 0.5. We mapped k-mers from individuals with n/T near 0.5 to the 

251 reference HERV-K sequence and confirmed that there is a loss of k-mers at several sites covered 

252 by the unique reference k-mers for this virus (S8 Fig). There are also cases where the reference 

253 allele is found in all populations except AFR (Fig 5B and see S7 Fig for additional examples). 
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254

255 Fig 5. Population specificity of HERV-K alleles. A) n/T plot for chr1:155596457-155605636 colored by 

256 each of the 5 super-populations. Only individuals from AFR and a few from AMR have the HERV-K 

257 reference sequence.  B) Plot of chr5:156084717-156093896 colored by each of the 5 super-populations. 

258 In this case, all populations except AFR have the reference allele and all super-populations have an 

259 alternative allele that is not present in the databases.

260

261 Discussion

262 Our research provides a tool to mine whole genome sequence data to collectively 

263 evaluate the status of HERV-K provirus at known polymorphic and fixed sites in the human 

264 genome. The tool incorporates a statistical clustering algorithm to accommodate low depth 

265 sequence data and a visualization tool to explore the co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-K in 

266 the global populations represented in the KGP data. There are numerous significant differences 

267 in the prevalence of individual and co-occurring polymorphic HERV-K among the five KGP super-

268 populations. It is notable that individuals from EAS carry a lower total burden of HERV-K than 

269 other represented populations. These data provide a comprehensive framework of HERV-K 

270 genomic diversity to advance studies on potential roles for HERV-K in human disease, which 

271 have been alluring yet difficult to establish [19,20,22].

272

273 Tools developed to interrogate ERV insertional polymorphism typically exploit the 

274 unique signature created by the host-virus junction [11,44,45]. These approaches indicate that 

275 a site is occupied by an ERV but not whether there is a provirus associated with the site, which 

276 is more difficult to accomplish with short read sequence data. Our analysis tool provides an 
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277 efficient means to detect occupancy and provirus status in one step. We decrease 

278 computational time by analyzing only the set of reads that map to existing HERV-K in the 

279 reference genome. This approach is justified because the polymorphic HERV-K that are missing 

280 from the human reference are closely related to those in the reference genome assembly and 

281 hence reads derived from them map to a related HERV-K in the reference. We employ k-mer 

282 counting methods, which also increase computational efficiency. A reference set of k-mers that 

283 is unique to a HERV-K is generated for each location in the genome and the proportion of reads 

284 from the query set that maps to the k-mer reference set is reported as a continuous variable; 

285 there is no threshold of read count or depth imposed for classification. Instead we utilize a 

286 mixture model to cluster values and assign the same HERV-K status to the entire cluster. 

287 Clusters with n/T of 1 have all the unique k-mers identified in the HERV-K reference set. We 

288 classify other clusters by determining if k-mers mapped on the reference allele are distributed 

289 at sites in the coding portion of the genome or only in the LTR. This approach led to the 

290 interesting finding that several HERV-K could have population specific alleles.

291

292 Wildschutte et al [11] have conducted the most comprehensive study of HERV-K 

293 prevalence in the KGP data to date. While the goal of that paper was to identify new 

294 polymorphic insertions of either provirus or solo LTR in the KGP data, their analyses provide the 

295 prevalence of some polymorphic HERV-K provirus for comparison with our results. There are 

296 five HERV-K previously reported in Subramanian et al 2011 [10] that were not included in the 

297 Wildschutte paper [11]; all are polymorphic in our analysis (range 43-99%, see Table 1 and 

298 S1_Dataset:virus-column N). Seven polymorphic HERV-K, which Wildschutte et al [11] indicate 
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299 occur in greater than 98% of KGP individuals, are fixed in our study. Our estimated prevalence 

300 for 14 HERV-K differs from that reported in Wildschutte et al [11] by 5% or more. Of these 14, 

301 the prevalence estimates at chr1:155596457-155605636 are most divergent. Our data show 

302 this site is fixed for provirus and Wildschutte et al [11] report that only 14% of the KGP data, all 

303 from AFR, have a HERV-K provirus integration. Our plots for chr1:155596457-155605636 show 

304 that AFR individuals carry the reference allele at this site (n/T near 1, Fig 5A) and all other 

305 individuals have n/T near 0.5. The k-mers from individuals with low n/T values for 

306 chr1:155596457-155605636 map to only a subset of sites marked by unique k-mers in the 

307 coding region (S8 Fig), which is consistent with sequence polymorphism or a deletion at these 

308 positions. The reference set T is small for this HERV-K and therefore overall coverage of the 

309 genome is low. Because Wildschutte et al [11] used a minimum coverage threshold for their k-

310 mer mapping method, it is possible that alleles present in non-AFR populations would be 

311 outside their inclusion criteria. There is a similar signal for alleles, represented by lower n/T 

312 values, at the other 13 HERV-K sites although the differences between our prevalence 

313 estimates and those of Wildschutte et al [11] are small (S1_Dataset:virus). In most cases these 

314 putative alleles are found in all populations at different frequencies but in five there is some 

315 degree of population specificity (Fig 5, S7 Fig, S1_Dataset:virus). Our results indicate that there 

316 could be considerably more sequence variation in HERV-K among human populations than 

317 previously appreciated. These data also suggest that using HERV-K consensus sequences to 

318 study pathogenic potential could miss important features of HERV-K polymorphism, which can 

319 be characterized by both the site occupancy status (presence/absence) and, when present, by 

320 sequence differences in among individuals.  
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321

322 HERV-Ks are the youngest family of endogenous retroviruses in humans and 

323 consequently they share considerable sequence identity.  This has the effect of limiting the 

324 number of unique sites associated with some HERV-K, which decreases the size of the reference 

325 set T (S1_Dataset:virus). Another example of a polymorphic HERV-K with a small set T is 

326 chr8:12316492, reported to be human specific (9), which shares a recent common ancestor 

327 with two older HERV-K (chr8:12073970 and chr8:8054700) all located at 8p23.1. Our data 

328 indicate that 14% of KGP individuals have the reference allele and most n/T values are less than 

329 0.4 and fall into two non-zero clusters (S9 Fig). These appear to represent various structural 

330 variations (truncation or deletion) because there are several peaks in both the LTR and in the 5’ 

331 coding region. Thus although an n/T ratio of 0 or 1 reliably indicates absence and presence of 

332 the reference HERV-K, respectively, when T is small, sequence polymorphism and a deletion 

333 event can be difficult to distinguish from a solo LTR. However, because our mixture model 

334 statistically clusters similar n/T values, all individuals in a cluster have the same status (e.g allele 

335 or solo LTR) even if we do not know what that state is. 

336

337 Our approach provides human disease researchers with a rapid means to determine if 

338 the frequency, and overall burden of the 96 HERV-K proviruses evaluated differ between a 

339 patient data set and populations represented in KGP. The visualization tool allows investigators 

340 to determine if HERV-Ks co-occur in certain clinical settings. The potential that HERV-K has 

341 multiple allelic forms in different populations is worthy of further analysis because a sequence 

342 allele could also contribute to a disease condition. 
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343

344 Materials and methods 

345

346 HERV-K proviruses

347 The 96 HERV-K proviruses previously reported [10,11,32,46] were supplemented with 

348 HERV-K alleles present in the NCBI nt database (November 2016 release). We required that any 

349 allele of a HERV-K from the nt database have at least 2kb of reference-matching host flanking 

350 sequence to confirm genome location. In total, 234 alleles were collected at the 96 known 

351 HERV-K loci (92 in hg19, and 4 from the nt database). The location information and virus 

352 features are summarized in S1_Dataset: virus. 

353

354 Developing a k-mer based detection model 

355 We identified the k-mers that correspond to unique sequence characterizing each HERV-

356 K.  K-mers are substrings (subsequences) of length k that exist in a string (DNA sequence). The 

357 length k is determined empirically (S1 Method). Each k-mer is labeled with the corresponding 

358 viruses in which it is observed.

359 Only those k-mers referring to a single virus, unique k-mers, are selected for the set T. Where 

360 multiple alleles of a HERV-K are available, k-mers unique to all alleles at that location comprise 

361 T. Multiple 2bps different k-mers (such as SNPs) corresponding to the same location on the 

362 virus, are merged into a single entry for the purposes of computing T. We map unique k-mers 

363 back to the corresponding alleles to determine depth of the HERV-K (S3 Fig) and whether k-

364 mers are located in LTRs. (S1_Dataset: virus)
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365

366

367 Analysis of 1000 Genome Project (KGP) Data

368 To develop a method to recover sequences containing information on HERV-K we 

369 leverage the fact that HERV-Ks are closely related. Thus, most sequence reads obtained from an 

370 individual with a polymorphic HERV-K that is absent in the human reference, hg19, will map to 

371 the location of one of the closely related HERV-K that is present the human genome reference. 

372 A file with the coordinates for all reported HERV-K insertions is used to extract mapped reads 

373 from a genome sequence file (S1_Dataset:bed, which provides the coordinates for both hg19 

374 and hg38). Note that the KGP data were mapped to GRCh37, which includes the decoy 

375 sequence hs37d5. This decoy contains the HERV-K at chr1:73594980_73595948 and is not 

376 present in hg19. Thus, we did not recover any reads for this HERV-K, which is polymorphic but 

377 reportedly at high prevalence in most populations [11].

378

379 The KGP data were downloaded in aligned Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) format 

380 (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/data/). It contains data for 2,535 individuals 

381 (S1_Dataset:KGP) sequenced via low-depth whole-genome sequencing (mean depth = 6.98X). 

382 The individuals represent 26 populations, derived from 5 super-populations, including African 

383 (AFR), Admixed America (AMR), East Asian (EAS), European (EUR), and South Asian (SAS) 

384 [47,48]. Of 2,535 individuals, 28 also have high-depth DNA sequences (mean depth = 48.06X), 

385 which we use as a pilot dataset for our clustering methods, described below and in 

386 Supplementary Methods. 
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387

388 Our computational framework to indicate the status of each known HERV-K provirus is 

389 based on the n/T ratio, which is the proportion of k-mers from each individual that are identical 

390 to the reference set T for each HERV-K. Sequence reads are extracted from a mapped file of 

391 whole human genome sequence data based on coordinates corresponding to each annotated 

392 HERV-K. The reads are k-merized and mapped to the set T, which represents all unique k-mers 

393 assigned to each HERV-K in the reference set. We use exact match to map k-mers data set to 

394 the unique k-mers references. The n/T ratio is used as an indicator of the presence of each 

395 HERV-K.  Using a hash table (S5 Method), it takes 15 minutes to generate the n/T matrix for 100 

396 files. The source code for the entire process is at https://github.com/lwl1112/polymorphicHERV

397

398

399 Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM)

400 Because n (the number of k-mers obtained from a persons’ sequence data, that map to 

401 a specific HERV-K) is affected by sequencing depth, we utilized a statistical model to cluster n/T 

402 for each HERV-K for each individual and assigned HERV-K status to a cluster. Mixture modeling 

403 is arguably the most widely used statistical method for clustering. In this analysis, we follow the 

404 work proposed by Lin et al. 2015 [49], which employs a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)  with 

405 density function given by 

406  ,                             (1)𝑓(𝑥│𝜃) = ∑𝑀
𝑗 = 1𝜋𝑗 𝑁(µ𝑗, 𝛴𝑗)
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407 and with a mixture of relatively large number M Gaussian components (denoted by , 𝑁(µ𝑗, 𝛴𝑗)

408 for j = 1:M) to represent the data density. To allow a flexible modeling approach, we employ 

409 the standard Bayesian (truncated) Dirichlet Process prior for the parameters  𝜃 = (𝜋𝑗,µ𝑗, 𝛴𝑗

410 [50,51]. The idea is that some of the mixture probabilities (  can be zero, hence the , 𝑗 = 1:𝑀 𝜋𝑗)

411 actual number of mixture components needed may be smaller than the upper bound M. This 

412 mechanism allows automatic determination of the number of mixture components needed by 

413 the data set at hand. Given a fitted model via the Bayesian expectation–maximization 

414 algorithm, in terms of estimates of all parameters , we identify clusters by aggregating 𝜃

415 Gaussian components. Merging components into clusters can be done by associating each of 

416 the Gaussian components to the closest mode of f(x| ). Hence, the number of modes identified 𝜃

417 is the realized number of clusters.  [See S2 Method for full detail]

418

419 Co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-K 

420 We consider that both the individual frequency of a HERV-K and the co-occurrence of 

421 multiple HERV-K could differ among populations. 

422 The time of a brute-force approach for finding all combinations  of size m from p 𝐶𝑚

423 polymorphic HERV-K is (  , which is not efficient and redundant. We ∑𝑝

𝑚 = 1
( 𝑝

𝑚) = 2𝑝 ‒ 1)

424 employed the Apriori algorithm [52], which is commonly used for finding frequent pattern sets; 

425 in our case indicating which polymorphic HERV-K frequently appear together. It first generates 

426 combinations  (initialized to 1). In the optimization, frequent combinations  are returned Cm Fm

427 from candidates  when frequency exceeds the minimum threshold of co-occurrence.  are Cm Fm
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428 then self-joined to generate combinations  of size m +1 and out of which  satisfy the Cm + 1 Fm + 1

429 minimum co-occurrence. In each pass, candidate combinations are pruned so as to avoid 

430 generating all combinations, which reduces running time significantly. 

431

432

433 Statistical analysis of HERV-K frequencies across populations

434 We make statistical comparisons across 5 super-populations for the following three 

435 problems. For each problem, there are  = 10 families of 1-to-1 comparisons conducted. The (5
2)

436 ‘prop-test’ function in R is used to test whether the proportions for two super-populations are 

437 the same.

438 1) individual prevalence of polymorphic HERV-K. (20 comparisons for each polymorphic HERV-K 

439 in a family)

440 2) the number of polymorphic HERV-K present per individual. (21 comparisons as the number 

441 of co-occurring polymorphic HERV-K is from 0 to 20)

442 3) the co-occurrence for combinations of polymorphic HERV-K. 

443 Therefore, multiple hypotheses would be conducted on frequencies F across super-populations 

444  as follows:𝑃1…5

445 Null hypothesis, : = , where i j;H0 𝐹𝑃𝑖 𝐹𝑃𝑗 ≠

446 Alternative hypothesis, :  , where i j.H𝐴 𝐹𝑃𝑖 ≠ 𝐹𝑃𝑗 ≠

447 A separate P-value is computed for each test and the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [53] is 

448 used to account for multiple comparisons.

449
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450 Visualization in D3.js 

451 We utilized D3.js (Data Driven Documents) [54], an open-source java script library to 

452 create an interactive visualization to display co-occurrence of polymorphic HERV-Ks in human 

453 populations. Our visualization system includes two modules, a welcome page and a result page. 

454 Input JSON data include locations of polymorphic HERV-K, population information, and the 0/1 

455 (absence / presence) matrix. (See S3 Method). Source code is available at:

456 https://github.com/lwl1112/polymorphicHERV/tree/master/visualization

457
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